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After showing (see Theorem 2.8) how commuting squares lead, in the presence of 
a certain additional “rotational symmetry” condition, to irreducible subfactors, with 
pleasant additional features, of the hyperfinite II, factor R, it is shown (see 
Theorem 3.1) that such rotationally symmetric commuting squares can be con- 
structed, starting from each member of a certain class of symmetric non-negative 
integral matrices. Specialisations of the matrix show (see Sect. 4 , for instance, that 
for each positive integer N, (N + -)/2 and (N + + NZ + 8)/2 belong to the 
set S: of index-values of irreducible subfactors of R, that (N+ l/N)’ is an 
accumulation point of 4:, and that 9 is an accumulation point of accumulation 
points of Y$, 16 is an accumulation point of accumulation points of accumulation 
points of &, and so on. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
This paper is divided into four sections, and the sections are organised 
as follows: 
The first (brief) section is devoted to setting up the notation in order 
to work with the path-algebra of a Bratteli diagram. We shall find it 
convenient to use a blend of the notations of [GHJ] and [Sl]. 
In the second section of the paper, we show how certain kinds of 
commuting squares of finite-dimensional C*-algebras lead to irreducible 
subfactors R ~ 1 of the hyperfinite II, factor R, with the following additional 
structure: there exist finite-dimensional C*-subalgebras {An+k, -k : n, k E Z ‘} 
of R, such that 
(a) A n+k,-kCA.+k,-(k-1, 
U U 
A n+k- I,-kCA.+k- I,-(k- I) 
is a commuting square, for every n, k E Z + ; 
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(b) if we define RPk=(lJFzO A.+k,-k)“, then R,xK, 3 R-,x ... 
is an instance of Jones’ [J] (semi-canonical) basic tunnel, such that 
n Rpk=@; 
(c) there exists a faithful normal *-endomorphism CL of R, such that 
R-, = c?(R,) for all k 20. (In particular, this implies that the subfactor 
R ~ i is self-dual in the sense that if R ~ 1 c R, c R, is the basic construction, 
then the pairs (R,, R_,) and (R,, R,) are isomorphic.) 
In the third section, we show that commuting squares of the sort 
discussed in the second section can be constructed, starting from every 
matrix L with the form 
if [i-j\=1 
if i=j>l 
otherwise, 
where 0 <N, d N, < ... <N, is an arbitrary non-decreasing sequence of 
non-negative integers. 
Finally, in the (brief) final section, we discuss some of the numbers 
realised by the above construction as indices of irreducible “self-dual” 
subfactors of the hyperfinite factor. 
1. NOTATIONAL PRELIMINARIES ON PATH-ALGEBRAS 
We briefly recall some facts concerning the path-algebra (cf. 
[GHJ, 0, Sl]) associated with a matrix LEM,,,,,,,(Z+); we use the 
notation of [Sl] to describe the tower 
A -1 CL-, AocrA,cL,Azc -.cA~c~,~)A~+~c . . . . 
where A, are finite-dimensional C*-algebras, and Lckj denotes the inclusion 
matrix of A, into Ak+ ,; we make the standing assumptions that (a) 
A _, = C, and (b) L(,, is equal, for k B 0, to L or L’ according as k is even 
or odd. Here and elsewhere, a prime denotes “transpose” or “commutant” 
according as whether the “primed” symbol denotes a matrix or an operator 
algebra. 
We write Q for the space of monotonic paths from (the unique node 
corresponding to A-, which is customarily denoted by) * to infinity in the 
Bratteli diagram of the above tower. Analytically, we represent an element 
a of 0 by a sequence CI = (ol,,)p= -2 satisfying: 
(a) Lx,Ez++, for n > -2; 
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(b) 
1 (= *h if n=l 
1 da,,dm,,,= m,, if n is even 
no, if n is odd. 
and 
(c) l<E 2n + I 6 4n)(a2n? u2n + 2). 
For c1 in 8, and I any interval of integers-of the forms [a, b] or 
[a, cc) - we write a, for the truncation of a to I. For typographical 
convenience, we shall write b] for [ -2, b] and [a for [a, co). We shall 
also use the notation 52, for the set {a, : a E Q}. 
Given a (finite or semi-infinite) path CC, we write-provided the end-point 
in question makes sense--s(a) and f(a) for the start and finish of a, respec- 
tively. If a < b < c, paths CI E 52 Ca, b7 and /I E Sz,, <, may be juxtaposed to 
form the path a 0 B E Q co, c1 when (and only when) f(a)=@). (Thus, for 
instance, a = a,, 0 aCb for all CI in 52 and b in Z ‘.) Finally, if - 1 < k d 1 
and if a = (aZk, . . . . a2J E QLZk, 2rl, we shall use the symbol ~5 to denote the 
“reflected (or reversed) path” a = (a,,, CC-, , . . . . a,,), which is a well-defined 
element of Q czr. 2(2/- k)l. 
Let 6’) denote the Perron-Frobenius eigenvector of LL’ so normalised 
that LPI 6’) = 1. (All vectors are column-vectors.) We write 1” = lILIJ2 and 
t(l)=Apl(L’f(o)); then, Lt(‘)~t(~). M ore generally, we define, for k > 0, 
t(2k)=i-kt(0) and t(2k+1)=Jpk$‘), and we have Lck)tfk+‘)= tck). Thus, ,j!’ 
is the value of the Markov trace (of our AF-algebra) on a minimal projec- 
tion in the jth direct summand of A k. 
Recall finally that elements of lJn A, may be identified with certain 
functions on Q x Q in such a way that 
(a) an arbitrary element x of A, corresponds to a function on 52 x Q 
that has the form 
for an arbitrary function x,, : {(a, /?) E Sz,,, x Q,,, : f(a) =f(/?)} -+ @; 
(b) if m 6n, an arbitrary element x of A, n A& corresponds to a 
function of the form 
for an arbitrary function 
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(cl “multiplication corresponds to matrix-multiplication” in the 
sense that if m <n, x, y E A, n AL, and if ~1, p E Q,,,, 2n, satisfy S(U) = s(p), 
f(a) =f(P), we have 
and 
Cd) 
(XY) [m,n] (4 PI= C x[m,n](cL~ Y) Y[rn,n](Y~ B); 
Y t Q[Zm.Zn] 
s(y)=s(a) 
.f(Y) =/la) 
tr x= 1 tcd~~,(cr. c(), for XEA,. 
a E an] 
2. GENERALITIES ON COMMUTING SQUARES 
By a “commuting square,” in this paper, we shall mean a quadruple 
{A, B, C, D> of finite-dimensional C*-algebras, with a faithful tracial state 
on D, such that A c B, Cc D, and tr(bc) = tr(EA(b) EA(c)) for every b E B, 
CE C, where E, denotes the unique trace-preserving conditional expecta- 
tion of D onto A. 
We begin with a lemma, which is just a slight re-phrasing of a special 
case of the “bi-unitary characterisation” of the commuting squares condi- 
tion, as expounded by [HS] (see also [0] ). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let UEA,,+,~AL~, be unitary. The following conditions 
are equivalent: 
0) 4 c A,+, 
u u is a commuting square. 
A .-,~uA,u* 
(Here, and in the rest of this paper, the only trace considered will be the 
Markov trace, described at the end of Sect. 1.) 
(ii) If vEA,+* n AL is defined by 
vCn,.+zl(aob~ cod)= /w q,-1,n+dLi:Oc, boa) 
(where, of course, a, CE~~~,,~,,+~~, 6, dEQC2n+2,2n+41 saWIv s(a)=s(c) 
and f(a)=s(b), f(c)=s(d) and f(b)= f(d)), then v is unitary. 
Proof: If <, VESZ~~, satisfy f(5)= f(q), let eg,V denote the corre- 
sponding matrix unit of A, (defined by (e,,,),, (c(, B) = 6,,6,,). Easy 
computation shows 
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o,b~D[zn.zn+>, 
da)=f(d=f(a) 
s(b)=/(r)= f(a) 
f(u) = f(b) 
(1) 
On the other hand. 
=6 t:;:, 5[2n-2.2n]V[2n-Z,2”1 +n- 1) - eb-2,. v2n-2, 
f(ez”-z]) 
and another computation shows that 
=6 6 6 6 c%,% 
U[2n-25[2n-Z Pp.n-zq2n-2 P‘?-2]12n-21 ~Zn-2]~2n-2] t(“-l) . (2) f(P2n-21) 
Condition (i) amounts to the equality of the LHS (left-hand side) of (1) 
and (2) for all 5, q, G, p in O,,, , . since the RHS of (1) and (2) are both 
equal to zero unless 52n- 21 = c2,, _ 21 and y12,, _ 21 = pzn _ 21, 
(i) o equality of LHS in (1) and (2), when 
<=x10x, v=y’~y, p=y’0r, o=x’os, 
where x’, y’ E Qzn ~ 2,, x, y, r, s E D rZn ~ 2, 2n, are arbitrary 
(subject, of course, to the above juxtapositions making sense) 
0 
c t:;b:l)q.-l,n+l] (soa, xob) ULn- ,.n+l&r04 yoh) 
a.b~R[zn,zn+z] 
s(a) =f(r) =/(s) 
s(b) =/C-Y) =f(.v) 
f(a) =f(b) 
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0 u is a co-isometry 
o v is unitary (since u is an element of a finite-dimensional 
C*-algebra). 1 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let L E M,,, .,,(a’ ). The following conditions on L 
are equivalent : 
(i) There exists u[~,~]: 12co,41 + C, such that lfuc,, 3, is definedfrom 
u[~,~, as in (ii) of the lemma, then both u (- u[~,~,) in A, n Ah and 
u E A, n A; are unitary; 
(ii) wheneoer A cL B cLz D is a tower of finite-dimensional 
C*-algebras with inclusions given by L and L’ as above, then there exists a 
unitary u E D n A’ such that 
uBu* c D 
u u is a commuting square. 
A cB 
Proof: We only need to observe that (i) of Lemma 2.1, for n = 1, seems 
to depend on the structure of A,, which is determined by the inclusion 
matrix L _ 1 of @ into A,, whereas (ii) of the lemma shows that it depends 
only on L. i 
COROLLARY 2.3. If L satisfies the conditions of Proposition 2.2, so 
does L’. 
Proof: Note that the i7 obtained on putting v in place of u would be 
given by U”CZ,4,(aOb, cOd)=uCo,21(aob, cod). 1 
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Assume henceforth that there exists a u = ~6” E A, n AL that satisfies the 
conditions of Lemma 2.1 and which further satisfies 
u[o,21(a~b, c~d)=u[o,Jl(&C”, &ii) (*I 
whenever a, c E .Q rO, 2, and b, de Q rz, 43 may be juxtaposed as above. 
(We shall sometimes-as in the statement of Theorem 8 of this section- 
describe this by saying that the matrix L admits a commuting square, 
which is implemented by a unitary u that further satisfies the (rotational 
symmetry) condition (*).) 
Inductively, define u@ + I’ E An + z n AL by 
upnTH’J *,(x 0 y, z 0 w) = JQJ U:nn)Lrt+l,w+ 20X)? 
where u(l) = u and, of course, x, ZE Q,,,, 2n+2, and y, WE Q12n+Z Zn+4, 
’ satisfy s(x)=s(z), f(~)=f(w), f(x)=s(y), and ~(z)=s(w). 
PROPOSITION 2.4. (i) uCn’ E A,, , n A;-, satisfies the conditions of 
Lemma 2.1, and the corresponding unitary v@‘) E A,, z n AL is given by 
(ii) each ~6”’ satisfies (*); i.e., 
whenever t, r E Q C2n ~2, 2n + 21 satisfy 40=4vl) andf(4)=f(rl). 
(iii) u&;:(“+j,=u:“,‘- ,, n+ I, (under the natural (shift-) identflcation 
of Q;2*n+*,2n+q with Q [2np2,2n+2] ). 
(iv) Ad(u(“u(“. . . u(“+ “) e, = Ad(u(“‘u(“+ “) e, = e,, , , where e, is 
the projection in A,, , that implements the conditional expectation of A, 
onto A,-,. 
(v) Ad(u”‘...u’“+“) I.~=Ad(u(“...u(“‘) iA,. 
(In the above, and in the sequel, we write Ad u for the inner automorphism 
induced by the unitary u.) 
Proof (ii) This is true for n = 1, by assumption. Suppose it is true for 
n; then, 
(n+ 1’ 
qn,n+2,wG Jon) 
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(by induction hypothesis, where ,/” = 
(i) Note that, by definition, 
=z4:“,,+nlJ2,(xoy, zow). 
So, if (i) has been proved for n, it then follows that u(“+‘) is unitary (since 
Y(“) is) and that the Y(“+‘) associated to u(‘+‘) is unitary (cf. the proof of 
Corollary 2.3). 
(iii) 
i.e., 14’;~::: ,, + 3, = u&L l,n+l] 
(iv) For all ~1, /?ESZ~,,+~,, with f(a)=f(/?), we see that 
(u(“)u(“+ lje &+ l)*p)* ” )(a, 8) = 0, unless c1 Zn-2,=8*“--2,> 
7: th;s;yi,; true of e, + ,(a, /I). So, we may assume that c1= o o a o a’ o a”, 
(To 0 0 , where ~EQ~,-z~, a, bEQC2,-2,2,1, a’, b’EQc2,,,2,+2,, a”, 
b”+zn+w,+q. 
In that case, 
(&),(n+ 11, u(“+ l)*U(“)* n )(a, 8) 
= c ’ &ycL ?) @+ 1) (v, K) e,(K, 2) d”’ “(P, 2) u(“)(S, ~1). 
Y. K 1. PEQ2n+‘l] 
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(At the next step, as well as later on, we shall need the fact+f. [GHJ, 
0, S1 I--that for E, B E Qnczn - 2, Zn + 21, 
The product (five-fold) above is zero unless 
for some P, rEQCZnP2,2nly 4, SEQ~~,,,~,,+~,, IESZ~~,,+~,~,,+~,; in that case, 
(u(“‘ub+l’e U(“+l’*U(“‘* 
= z” 
)(4 B) 
~:n,)-l,,l+l~(a~a’, PO41 
P. Y. L r, 3 
XU(“+l’ Jzz Cn,n+21(90a”, BOO +,, 
S(P) 
XU:“,,+n’J2~(Soh”, Fol) utn,)p,,n+Il(bob’, ros) 
(where the last sum is over p, r E Q,,,P 2, 2nl, q, s E Sz,,,, 2n + 21, 
IEQ [Zn+2,2n+4]? subject to s(p) = s(r) = s(a), s(q) =f(p), f(q) = s(a”), 
S(S) =f(r), f(s) = s(b”), s(f) = s(a), and f(Z) =f(a”)) 
x~:n,)L,,~+~,(b~b’, ros) ~(;n)L~,~+~,(l~b”“, ros) 
t( 
n-1 I 1 I 
X 
s(a”’ ‘$0;; ’ t$, ‘$bf ’ ( ’ ( ’ tf;P’ff;r’ 
t:;;, t:;L, 
t(“’ t(“’ 
Or’ /(b”’ t$j l’t& ‘) 
=J@ $LI,n+Ll(aOa’, PO41 $L1,n+l~(~~fi”~ Po4) 
I P. 4 > 
x 1 u:n,)L1,n+ll(b~b’, ros) ~4:n,)~,,~+,,(l0h”“, ros) 
( r, s > 
(where (a) 
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(b) the first sum is over ZEQ~~,+~,~~+~, satisfying s(l) = s(a), f(Z) =f(a”), 
(c) the second sum is over p in a,,,-, znl, q in R,,,, 2n+ rl satisfying 
S(P) = s(a), f(P) = s(q), and f(q) = ~(a”), and (d) the third sum is over 
r in Q12n-2,2H~, s in Q [2n, 2n + 23 > satisfying s(r) = s(b), f(r) = S(S), and 
f(s) = W’)) 
= 6a,6a.,..6b’p Jtl;~,‘y;b”,“/t,y&, 
= en+ I(~3 B), as desired. 
Thus 9 Ad(u%(“+ ‘) ) e, = e, + , ; and hence, 
Ad(u(1’u(2’. . . u(“+‘)) en= Ad(u(“. . . u(~-‘)) e,, , =e,,+ ,, 
since u(l), . . . . u(“~~)EM,E (en+,)‘. 
(v) is obvious, since a(“+ ‘)EAA. 1 
COROLLARY 2.5. Zfu = d'), u(*), ,.. are us in Proposition 2.4, then also, 
Ad(u(‘)’ . . . ~(~f’)*) e,= Ad(U(n)*U(n+l’*) e, =e,+ ,. 
Proof: Let ii(l) = u*. Then, for [, q E Q,, 41, 
so 6”’ also satisfies (*). 
Also, clearly &‘)E A, n Ah and 
~“‘~l$“*c~2 
u u is a commuting square. 
AlI CA1 
If iiCn’ are built out of ii(r), as u(n) were out of U(I), we have in order to 
complete the proof of the corollary, only to verify that ii’“) = z&j*, and then 
appeal to Proposition 2.4 (with U* in place of u). 
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Suppose it is known that ii(“) = ~6”)~. Then, by definition, 
Notation. Fix u as above, and let @) be as above. Define 
1 
u(l). . UC”) if n = 1, 2, . . . 
w,= 
1, if n=O. 
For n, k 2 0, define 
A 
Ad(w n+k-lWn+k-2 . ..w.)A,, if kzl 
n+k,-k= A n, if k=O. 
Define R-k= (un20 A.+k,-k)“. 
LEMMA 2.6. For all k 2 0, n 2 1 
A n+k+l.~(k+L)EAn+k+l,~k 
U u 
A n+k,-(k+l) cA..k,-k 
is a commuting square. 
Proof: This is proved by induction on k. k = 0: 
(t) 
which is a commuting square, by Proposition 2.4. 
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Suppose the result is true for k. Apply Ad(W,+k+ ,) to the square (t), to 
get 
i 
Ad(w n+k+l) A n+k+l,~(k+~,=Ad(w,+k+l)An+k+,,~k 
U u 
Adb’L+dAn+k,-(k+,, = Ad(Wn+k)An+k,--k 
A n+k+2,--(k+2)CAn+k+2,~(k+l) 
= 
r 
U U 
A n+k+I,-(k+2)CAn+k+I,-(k+1) 
which is (t) with k replaced by (k + 1). 
LEMMA 2.7. For all n 2 0, k >= 2 
A n+k,-kCA,+k,-(k--1)CAn+k,~(k~2, 
is an instance of the basic COnStrUCtiOn, the projection (in A, + k, -(k _ 2,) that 
implements the conditional expectation of A,, +k, +- 1j onto A, + k, -k being 
given by 
ProoJ: Recall that W,E AI+ 1 (so that Ad(wJ(A,+ 1) = A,+ I), and apply 
Ad(w n+k-1 wn+k&2”’ w,) to A,,cA,+,cA,+* to obtain 
A n+k,-kCA.+k,-(k-1)CA.+k,~(k-2). ($) 
Hence the proof of the lemma would be complete, once we have proved 
that 
Ad(w ntk- 1 . ..W.)(e,+,)=Ad(Wk-,...w,)(e,). 
To see this note that ~6~) E A 
if Ik-11 >;. Hence, 
k+,nAb-, and hence, uCk) commutes with ~6’) 
Wn+k-lWn+k-2...W, 
= (u(144(2). . . u (n+k~2)U(n+k--1))(U(1)U(2)..,U(n+k~3)U(n+k-2))... 
j( . . . (u(‘)uw.. .U(n-l)U(n) 
1 
=(U(1)U(2)...U(n+k~2) )(#)#). ..&‘+k-3)). . . (u(‘)u(2). . .,J-~I) 
XU(“+k~1)U(“+k-2,...U(“, 
= (W,+k~2W,+k--3..W,_~)(U(n+kk--)U(n+k-22)...U(n’). 
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On the other hand, by Corollary 5, Ad(&)*@+ I”) e, = e,, , , and 
hence, Ad(u’“+ ‘)u@)) e, + , = e,; since e, E A,, + , , it follows that 
Ad(u’“+k 1) . ..~(~))(e.+,)=Ad(u(“+~ ‘)...~(~+~))(e~)=e,,. 
Hence, 
Ad(w ntk-1 wn+k-2 . ..w.)(e,+,) 
=Ad(w,~,+k~,w,~,+k-z...w,,~,)(e,) 
=Ad(wkp,w,-,...w,)(e,) 
=Ad(w,-,...w,)(e,), as desired. 1 
THEOREM 2.8. Assume that the matrix L admits a commuting square, 
which is implemented by a unitary u (I) that also satisfies (s). Let uCn), w,, 
A n + k, -k, and R _ k be constructed as above. Then, 
(i) R,IR-, ~Rm,z ... =‘Rek 3 . . is an instance of Jones’ (semi- 
canonical) tunnel construction; in fact, for k 2 2, 
R-(,-2,= (R-c,- 11 u {e’-(k-,,))“> 
geCkp 1, implements the conditional expectation of R-(,_,, onto Rpk, and 
E,J-(k- I)) = z = IlLll -2. 
(ii) R-, is a subfactor of R--(k--l,, with index [R--(kpl, : R-k] = 
z -I and dim,(R_(kp,,nR’-k)Sminj {C, L,,,, Cj Lj,i). 
(iii) (Variation of Skau’s lemma) r)kzO R-k = A,. 
(iv) There exists a faithful normal unital *-endomorphism u of R, such 
that R pk = CX~( R,), for k 2 0. 
Proof. (i) For k 2 2, we have, by Lemma 2.7, 
( > 
II 
R-+2,= u A.+&2,-(k-2, 
HZ0 
( > 
n = u. A n+k,--(k-2) 
- 
> 
I, 
n+k,-(k-l)” b-,k-I,})” 
= .‘;‘, An+k,--(k--l, ‘Iv {P W~i’)” > - 
=(R-(,-,,u {e”-(k-l)))“. 
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Again by Lemma 2.7, if x E An+k,-ck- i), then 
(since 
R-k c R-V-I, 
U U 
A n+k,--k~A.+k,-ck-~~ 
is a commuting square); we see hence that EC,- ,) implements the condi- 
tional expectation of R-(,- Ij onto R-,. 
Deduce, also from Lemma 7 that EC,- i) commutes with all the elements 
of A n+k,-k, for each n, and hence, P_+ ,,E Rlk. 
Finally since (tr .CCk-,)))’ and [R--(k--IJ : Rpk] are both equal to 
IILII’--the former equality follows from Lemma 7, and the latter from 
[ PP, WI-we finally deduce that R--k c R _ Ck _ r) c R _ Ck _ 2) is an instance 
of Jones’ basic construction, with the projection E,, ~ ,) implementing the 
conditional expectation of R pck ~ 1j onto R pk. 
(ii) Since the inclusion Rpk c R -+ ,) is the inductive limit of the 
(periodic) inclusions An+k,pk c An+k,pckp 1j, assertion (ii) follows 
immediately from [W]. 
(iii) (The basic idea behind this proof is due to Georges Skandalis.) 
It is clear from the construction that for 0 5 15 k, 0 5 m 5 n, 
A n+k,-k s A.+k,-/ 
U U 
Anz+k,--k~fhn+k,-, 
is a commuting square. 
(In the rest of the proof of (iii), all norms and distances are computed 
in L2(R,)). IfxEA.+k,-I, deduce from the above commuting square that 
11x-E a,+&)II 2 lIE,n+,,Jx- &,+&))I/ 
= II&,+&) - &,+,Jx)ll 
~dist(E~~+~,-,(x), Am+,.-,); 
let n tend to infinity, and deduce that, for x E R _ ,, 
dist(x, A m  + k, -I) 2 dWER-,(x), A, + k, -k); 
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put m=O to find that, for XE Rp,, 
dist(x, Ak, -,) 2 dist(E,-,(x), A,). 
Put I = 0 to deduce that 
x E n R-, + dist(x, A,) 5 iyf dist(x, Ak) = 0 
k 
Conversely, A,= Ak,-k~ Rpk for all k so A,G fi Rpk. 
(iv) Define ~1: U,, A,-+U, A,+,,-1 by 
a(x) = Ad( w,)x, if XEA,. 
Since 24, + , E AL, it follows that 
NW, + I 1 lA.=Ad(w,) IA,. 
Consequently, a is a well-defined unital *-homomorphism of U, A, onto 
Un A n+l,-1. 
Further, tr oa = tr, and consequently a extends to an isometry u of 
L2(R0) onto L2(R _ i). It is easily verified that a maps R, onto R, (and 
that, in fact, the operator u implements a unitary equivalence between left- 
multiplication by x on L2(R,), and left-multiplication by a(x) on L2(R- I)r 
for each x in R,). 
It follows from the definition of a that if XE A, and k 2 0, then 
C1k(X)=Ad(W,+k~1W,+k_2,..., W,)(X); i.e., ak(kt,)=AU+k,pk, whence 
ak(Ro) = Rpk. I 
Remark. Let p denote a minimal projection in A,,. Localise, and replace 
A,, A n+k,-k, R-k by An-, A,-+k,ck, R yk, respectively, where (.) - = p( .) p. 
It is readily seen that R 1, is a subfactor of R,” which is irreducible if some 
row or column of L has one entry equal to 1 and all others equal to 0, and 
that the pair (R,“, RI i) satisfies the conditions described in the third 
paragraph of the introduction. 
3. THE CONSTRUCTION 
In this section, we prove the main result of this paper, which is: 
THEOREM 3.1. Fix integers 0 = N, 5 N, 5 . . . g N,,, and define L = 
UN,, . . . . N,) to be the symmetric non-negative integral matrix given by 
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0 
1 
0 
L= . 
i: 
0 
0 
1 
N2 
. . . 
0 
1 
. . . 
N,-1 
1 
0 
0 
0 I . . 1 N, 
Then there exists a commuting square 
vc9 
u u 
dcL2l 
where all the inclusion matrices are L, which is implemented by a unitary 
u that further satisfies the (rotational symmetry) condition (*). 
In particular, the hyperlinite II, factor admits an irreducible “self-dual” 
subfactor of index IIL(O, N,, . . . . N,)ll’. 
We shall demonstrate the theorem by explicitly constructing a unitary u 
in A,r\Ab such that (i) if u (E A, n A;) is constructed out of u as in 
Lemma 2.1, then-under the natural identification of Sz,, 4, and Sz,,, 6, 
that results from the symmetry of L--uco, 2, = ucl, 3, and, in particular, u is 
unitary; and (ii) u satisfies the rotational symmetry condition (*). 
Before proceeding to the proof, notice that each operator x in A, n A; 
decomposes as a direct sum x = @y k = I xik, where xik is a matrix of size 
L*(i, k), with rows and columns indexed by {mcl, 3, : CI ES~[~,~,, S(E) = i, 
fb)=kl. 
Thus, in order to prove the theorem, we must construct unitary matrices 
uik of size L*(i, k), 1 < i, k < n, satisfying the following conditions: if 
a = (4 q, j, P, kh B = (k P’, 4 4, k) E Qco. 41, then 
(i) uik((qy j, Ph (P’, 4 4’))= u;k((q, j, p), (p’, 4 4’)) 
= 
and 
(ii) Uik((qr j, Ph (P’, IV 4’)) = uki((q’, 1, P’h (P, jT q)h (3.2) 
where d = (d, , . . . . d,) is the Perron-Frobenius eigenvector of L. 
(In the above computation, the normalisation of the vector was irrele- 
vant, since we were only dealing here with certain ratios. In certain other 
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computations, the normalisation will be relevant; we choose, once and for 
all, that normalisation of d for which d, = 1. (The form of the matrix shows 
then that the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of L is given by d,.)) 
Note that 
0 0 
N;+2 N,fN) 1 0 0 
N:+2 N,+N, 1 
0 1 N,-,+N,-, N:-,+2 N,-,+N, 
0 1 Nn-,+Nn N;+l 1 
We shall construct unitary matrices as follows: 
(a) For ldk<n-2, Uk+2,k and Uk,k+2 are to be 1 x 1 unitary 
matrices, which should be equal, to satisfy condition (3.2). We write 
u k+2,k- - uk,k+2= cll (l,k+l, 1) (3.3) 
(l.k+l, 1) 
(As in the last equation, we shall write triples alongside and below the 
matrices u& when it is desirable to keep track of the row and column in 
question. While doing so, we follow the convention that the rows and 
columns of uik are indexed by {~ti,~, :cr~Q[~,~], s(a)=& j(a)=k}.) 
(b) For l<k<n, 
E “k (y) - P .4’ (1, kp 1. 1) 
fik a?,$’ (l,k+l.l) (3.4) 
fl 
(k) 
P. Y  1 Kppd% 4’)- (4% k. P) 
(1.k~I.l) (l,k+l. 1) (P’. k, ~‘1 
with the understanding that (a) 1 bp, q, p’, q’ d N,, and (b) the first (resp. 
second, resp. third set of) row(s) (and column(s)) is absent if k = 1 (resp. 
k=n, resp. N,=O); so that, for instance, U,, = [B,]. 
It must be noted that the rows and columns of the above matrix have 
been numbered in different orders; it may also be noted that the sym- 
metries present in ukk have been forced by the condition (3.2). 
(c) For l<k<n, 
(k) (k) 
(P. k, I ) 
u 
UP4 CPS 
k,k+l = 
(k) 
Cqr 
b(k) 
F-S 1 (l.k+l,r) (3.5) 
(q. k. 1) (1, k + 1, s) 
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where 1 < p, q d Nk and 1 < r, s < N, + , , and (hence, by condition (3.2)), 
a(k) &k) (Lkp) u YP PS k+l,k= 
&k) 
4’ 
b(k) 
ST 1 (r,k+l. 1) (3.6) 
(1, k I//) (5, k + 1, I) 
It is seen, on further examination, that in order to prove Theorem 3.1, 
we need to construct unitary matrices uj,+ as in (3.3)(3.6), whose entries 
are related by the equations 
(3.7) 
and 
KppX% 4’) = Kp,p(q? 4’) = Kppdq’7 4) 
and this is what we shall accomplish via the following lemmas, the first of 
which is crucial in verifying that certain vectors are unit vectors (and can 
hence be columns of a unitary matrix). 
LEMMA 3.2. Write a,=N,=O, andfor 2slsn, define a,=N,-N,-, 
and VT= 1 +c:=, akdk-,dk; then, 
(i) 
(ii) there exists a unique integer 15 n such that 
d, <d,< ..’ <d,zd,-,> ... >d,; 
further, i<n=a,+,=a,+,= ... =a,=O. 
(The proof, as well as statement, of Lemma 3.2(ii), is basically due to 
G. Skandalis. This part of the lemma is included here, even though it is not 
really needed in the proof of the main result, since neither the statement 
nor proof is without appeal.) 
ProoJ: (i) To begin with, note that d2 is the Perron eigenvalue of L 
(since d, = 1); the eigenvector equation says that 
dzd,=d,-,+NId,+d{+, (1) 
for 1 <f <n (with the convention that N, =0 and d_, =d,,+, =O). 
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Now fix 2 5 I<n, and evaluate (d,d,) d,,, =d,(d2dl+1) in two ways 
using (1): ~~+~C~~~,+~~~~+~~+~1=~,C~,+~,+,~,+~+~~+~l~ 
i.e., d~+l-d,d,+,=d~-d,~ld,+l+a,+ld~d,+l 
=d:-d,P,d,+, +rf+, -r:; 
i.e., d:, , - (44+2 + 6, I) = & - (d,- ,4+ l + 6) for 251Cn; 
dz--ri=dz_,-(d,-,d,+rz_,) 
= d: - (d,- ,d,+ 1 + r:) 
= . . . 
=d:--(d,d,+r:) 
=d$-(d,+l+a,d,) 
=o (by (1) with I= 2, since N, = a2). 
(ii) If 1 < I < n, (i) gives: df > d/-, d,, , (since r: 2 1). Hence, 
4 d,-1 
d’ d, 
for l<I<n, 
If1 
d 
i.e., - n-l>& 
4 d, - 
4, 4-l ’ ... Tz 
(2) 
Define 1 to be the largest integer (5 n) such that d,- ,/d, < 1. Then, if 1 <n, 
we have d,/d,, , 2 1 and dk/dk + , > d,/d,, 1 2 1 for k 2 1; i.e., 
d,<d,-,< ... <d,,,sd,. (3) 
Notice next that if ak # 0, then r: > d,- , dk, and hence, 
d:Lr:>d,-,d,, or dk>dkpl. 
It follows from (3) that a,, = . . . = a ,+ i = 0, thus completing the proof of 
the lemma. 1 
EXAMPLE. If N, = . . . = N, = 1, then dk = (sin(2k - 1) n/(2n + 1 )/ 
(sin x/(2n + 1)) and the “1” in this case is the smallest integer that is not 
less than (2n + 1)/4. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let real numbers u2, . . . . c1,, fix, . . . . p,- 1 and vectors XCk’, 
Yck) E RNk, 2 5 k < n and A’(“) E RN., be constructed by the following inductive 
procedure : 
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(0) define 
1 
a*=-, 
4 
$2) = 
(1) if cqk and Xtk) are known, pick bk and YCk) arbitrarily, so long as 
they satisfy the requirement that 
Jdk-Idk+( p 
‘& 
k? 
y(k) 
1 3 “‘3 Y$i 
> 
is a unit vector (in RNkf2) which is 
orthogonal to ak, ddk- ldk+ 1, X(k) X(k) . 
dk 
I , . . . . Nk 
> 
> 
(2) iffik and YCk) are known, define 
dk $k+ 1) = 
d 
YCk) @ (E RN~@lFP=(WN~+l). 
k+l 
The above construction is possible, and we have 
Ia21 + IIXCk’l12 = r-i/d: for 1< ksn, 
I/$ + II Y(k)ll2 = r-:/d: for 1< k<n. 
Proof An elementary, but slightly tedious, verification, using Lemma 
3.2(i), shows that the above construction is always possible. 
We shall prove the result by the same kind of inductive process needed 
to construct the ak, XCk) and the pk, YCk). 
Thus, to begin with, 
If it is known that /a$ + IIX’k’l12=r:/d:, then, by definition of Bk and 
YCk), we see that 
I~ki'+I~y(k)I'=I-dk-~~+l_d:-d~~,dk+~=~ 
k k d:’ 
If it is known that Ipkl’+ jl YCk)llZ = r-:/d:, then, by definition of ak+ , 
and XCk+ l), we see 
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Id,II + ll~~k+“l12=& (lp:l + IlY(k’l12)+ak+, $ 
k+l 
=dk:IIY;+ak+,dkdk+,l 
=ri+Ildi+,. I 
COROLLARY 3.4. With the notation of Lemma 3.3 above, we have 
k, 
y @x’k’ and v 
k > 
F, jj,)o y(k) 
k 
are unit vectors for all k (where defined); and 
(ii) 
for lIjSN,,2sk<n-1. _ 
Proof. (i) The vectors uk are unit vectors, by construction, while the 
lemma shows that l/&/l = llUkll for each k. 
(ii) Write cCk’ = qk Yck), where qk = J&j&J and note that 
(a) q;‘[(k)= Ytk) is a segment of the unit vector uk of (i), and 
(b) qk[‘k’ = dk/dk + , Yck’ is a segment-of Lemma 3.3(2)-of 
(-x(k+l’ ), which in turn is a segment of the unit vector ( - uk + ,). 
The simultaneous validity of (a) and (b) above forces il[‘k’lj 2 < 1, and in 
particular, Il[(k’ll m 6 1. 1 
The next lemmas are needed to show that under appropriate conditions, 
a partially specified matrix may be completed to a real orthogonal matrix 
with some additional symmetries. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let A E M,(R), BE M,,, (W). Then the following conditions 
are equivalent: 
(i) there exists a self-adjoint orthogonal matrix UE O,+,(R) with 
block-form 
A B 
U= [ 1 B* C for some CEM,(R); 
(ii) A=A* andA2+BB*=Zm. 
Proof: Easy (cf. [S2]). 1 
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LEMMA 3.6. Let A E M,(R) and BE M,,.(R) satisfy conditions (i) 
and (ii) of Lemma 3.5. Then there exists a complex unitary matrix 
UEU m + ,,2( R) with block decomposition 
A B, B, ... B; 
B: K,, K,, ... K,, 
Bf K,, K,, ... K,, 
. . . . 
B: Iin, Iin2 ... Ii”” 
where 
(i) A is the given matrix; 
(ii) Bj is the m x n matrix with pth row given by bpjejn’, where et”’ I 
denotes the jth standard basis vector of R”; and 
(iii) K,,EM,(R), 1 sp, qsn, satisfy 
K,, = Kyp = KbP for 1 5 p, q 5 n. 
Proof. To begin with, find a real symmetric n x n matrix C as in 
Lemma 3.5, and define 
(a) 
if (p, 4) = (i, j) or (4, PI = (i, j) 
otherwise 
(b) 
0, if i#j 
K,,(i, j) = C,,, if i=j=p 
J-r.Jw if i=j#p. 
It is then an easy matter to see that these definitions do the job. (Of 
course, the unitary matrix constructed in this lemma is a direct sum of 
the U of the previous lemma together with (;) 2 x 2 complex unitary 
matrices.) 1 
Coming back to the point, which is to construct unitary matrices U, as 
in equations (3.3)-(3.6) such that conditions (3.7) are satisfied, it will turn 
out that the aCk) and the bCk’ are diagonal matrices (of sizes Nk and Nk + , , 
respectively); in view of (3.7), this will force rg’ = BP4xb’) and y12) = 6,, yF’ 
for suitable vectors xck) , yck) All the pieces are now in place for the comple- . 
tion of the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
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Proof of Theorem 3.1. To begin with, construct ak, fik, X@‘, Yck) as in 
Lemma 3.3; then construct the unitary matrices Ujk thus: 
(a) for ldk<rt-2, Uk+2,k and Uk,k+Z are to be 1x1 unitary 
matrices, which should be equal, to satisfy condition (3.2). We write 
(b)(i) 
u k+Z,k- - Uk,k+2= tll (l.k+ 1, I) (3.3) 
(l,k-+I.l) 
u 11= Cl] (1,2,1); 
(I. 2. 1) 
(ii) if 1 <k<nn, apply Lemma 3.6 with m =2, n= Nk, A = [I$ 21, 
where & = ,jdk-,dk+ l/dk, and B as the 2 x Nk matrix with (Xc”‘)’ as the 
first TOW and ( Yck))’ as the second row; call the resulting matrix U,, with 
the proviso that the rows and columns of U,, are ordered differently and 
as in Eq. (3.4); 
(iii) apply Lemma 3.6 with m = 1, n = N,, A = [a,], B = (X@))‘, 
and call the resulting matrix U,, with the proviso that the TOWS and 
columns of U,, are ordered differently and as in Eq. (3.4); 
(c) for 1 <k -=c n, let a (k) denote the diagonal matrix of size Nk with 
main diagonal given by the vector we called c(k) in the proof of 
Corollary 3.4; it is the constant of Corollary 3.4(ii) that ack) is a contrac- 
tion. Similarly, define b R) to be the diagonal matrix of size N,, , with main 
diagonal given by 
d k+l J- 4 
Finally, define, for 
C(k) = 6,, 
PS 
J 
1 -- ‘k \yc7\’ 
d kfl 
which is real, by Corollary 3.4(ii). 
It is not hard to see that the above construction yields unitary matrices 
Ii, as in Eqs. (3.3)-(3.6), whose entries satisfy Eqs. (3.7). 1 
4. SOME SPECIAL CASES 
We use the symbol $0, to denote the set of index-values of irreducible 
subfactors of the hype&rite II, factor. Also, for a subset S of R, we shall 
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write g(S) for the set of accumulation points of the set S (sometimes called 
the derived set of S), and, more generally, P+‘(S) = 9(9“(S)). 
We now discuss some specialisations and consequences of our 
Theorem 3.1. 
(i) N, = . . . = N, = 0. 
In this case, llL[l = 2 cos(lr/(n + 1)); in fact, it is possible to choose the 
implementing unitary to be a linear combination of e, and 1; consequently, 
it turns out-in the notation of Lemma 2.7 and Theorem 2.8-that 
e ~ Ck ~ 1) = ek for k > 1, from which it follows that the R _ 1 constructed in 
Theorem 2.8-or, rather, the 8-, described in the remark at the end of 
Section 2-is just Jones’ subfactor of index 4 cos2(7c/(n + 1)). Also, it is 
because of what part (iii) of that theorem says in this example that we 
called that a variation of Skau’s lemma. 
(ii) N,= ... =N,= 1. 
In this case, 
JILlI = 
sin(37c/(2n + 1)) 
sin(7t/2n + 1)) ’ 
(iii) n=2. 
Thus L = [y k], and we have 11 L[I = (N + Jm)/2. This case was 
treated in [S2], where a special case (when N, = .. . = N, _ 1 = 0) of 
Theorem 3.1 was proved. (Also, that paper contains a proof of the 
existence of a commuting square where all four inclusions are given by the 
matrix 
which has a norm of (N + ,/m)/2. It must be noted that this example 
is not covered by Theorem 3.1.) 
We now use Theorem 3.1 to describe some of the numbers that occur in 
the set $0, and in the higher derived sets of 9%. Some of these accumula- 
tion points show clearly that various of the new index-values furnished by 
Theorem 3.1 are indeed new. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let N denote any positive integer. Then, 
(i) (N + 1/N)2 E g(&); 
(ii) (N+ l)* E gN(X%): 
ProoJ If (m,) is a finite or infinite (but bounded) sequence, we write 
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L(m,, m2, . ..) for the matrix with l’s on the main sub- and super-diagonals, 
m, at the (n, n)th entry, and zeros elsewhere. 
If E, is the n x IE (self-adjoint unitary) matrix with 1 at the (i, n + 1 - i)th 
place and zeros elsewhere, then E, L(m, , . . . . m,l) E, = L(m,, . . . . m,). Hence, 
if m,>m,> ... 20 is a non-increasing sequence of non-negative integers, 
it then follows that 
IIL(m,, n--tcC; m2, . ..)I1 = lim IIUm,, . . . . m,- 1, O)ll 
= lim IIL(0, m,.. ,, . . . . m,)ll. 
n-rm 
On the other hand, it is a consequence of the Perron-Frobenius theorem 
that the sequence { IIL(m,, . . . . rn,- i, O)ll : n = 1, 2, . ..} is a strictly increasing 
one. Conclusion: if { rnn}:=, is a non-increasing sequence of non-negative 
integers, then, 
IIUm,, m2, . ..)l12~~(~0R). (4.1) 
The validity of (i) follows from (4.1) and the fact that IIL(N, 0, 0, . ..)I1 = 
N+ l/N. (The last equality holds for N= 1 because llL( 1, 0, . . . . O)l/ = 
2 cos(rc/(2n + 1 )), while if N > 1, the sequence (Npk)p= i affords a positive 
12-eigenvector of L(N, 0,O . ..) corresponding to the eigenvalue (N+ l/N), 
which implies the desired equality.) 
As for (ii), note that 
N+ 1 = 2+ (N- 1) = IIL(N- 1, N- 1, N- 1, . ..)[I 
N- 1, N-2, N-2, . ..)I1 
= lim lK(N- 1, . . . . N- 1, N- 2, . . . . 
k,+m,k2-m 
N-2, N-3, N-3, . ..)I/ 
kl k2 
= . . . 
= lim 
k,+m ,..., k,,m,+m 
IIL(N- l,..., N- 1, N-2 ,..., N-2 ,..., l,..., 1, 0, 0, . ..)II. 
m m  - 
kl k2 kN-1 
assertion (ii) follows from the above, the fact (4.1), and the (easily 
estblished) fact that each of the above limits is the limit of a strictly 
increasing sequence. The proof is complete. 1 
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